
FAFE {Fresh Air for the Eastside} TIMELINE 

 

Perinton, NY and surrounding areas (Macedon, Gananda, Walworth, Penfield) are desperate for 

help. Our Facebook Group, “Fresh Air for the Eastside” was opened at the end of October in 

order to organize a few neighbors who were dealing with noxious odors.  Little did we know that 

our group would grow to over 2,800 residents covering a large swath of land dealing with the 

same issues.  Many residents had been complaining for months with either no 

acknowledgement, little acknowledgement or complete denial of the odor issue from WM 

officials. Most feel the town took too long to act and we are still waiting for action from the DEC.  

 
A one time, CNN, top 100 places to live, Perinton, NY and surrounding areas have been dealing 

with noxious gas odors for months; prior to that, months of garbage odors. We have records of 

odor issues dated back to 2011 as well, debunking Waste Management’s  “we’ve remained 

committed to being a good neighbor” slogan. Reports have come in as far as 6-7 miles away.  

 

Between March 2017 and November 4, 2017, there were hundreds of email complaints that 

went untracked, as the community had not yet organized.  We were still unaware of how far the 

odors were traveling. Starting November 4th, we began logging complaints via Google Form 

and switched over to our “Fresh Air for the Eastside” mobile app on December 16th.  An app 

developer, who is also a resident, created this user friendly app to log reports and email 

government and WM officials. You are welcome to download the iPhone or Droid app to see 

how it links to GPS, weather conditions and barometric pressure.  Any log outside of a 15 mile 

radius is not considered valid and therefore, not recorded.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



A Summary of Our Data-11/4/17-1/27/18. 

 

 

Saturday 11/4 to Monday 1/27 

85 Calendar Days 

60 Business Days 

25 Weekend Days 

 

 

Summary by Type of Day 

71 out of 85 days had at least one complaint logged (83.5%) 

51 out of 60 business days had at least one complaint logged (85%) 

20 out of 25 weekend days had at least one complaint logged (80%) 

 

 

 

 

 



Summary Statistics 

3,552 total complaints logged 

50 average number of complaints per day of odor 

1 complaint minimum 

479 complaint maximum 

1,807 unique addresses have logged at least 1 complaint 

479 unique people have logged at least 1 complaint 

 

  

Distance % of Complaints 

Within 1 Mile 11.28% 

1-2 Miles 45.56% 

2-3 Miles 19.95% 

3-4 Miles 14.26% 

4-5 Miles 6.61% 

5+ Miles 2.33% 

*Distance only available on App complaints  

*Please note, the eastside of the village of Fairport is in the 3-4 mile category 

 



 
 

All reports are directly related to wind direction and speed.  We have been able to predict 

noxious gas odors for the past few months all based off a handy phone app, Windy. It shares 

wind factors on an hourly basis.  Days where wind is calm, it can impact any of the 

neighborhoods within a mile or two of the site.  But most days you can anticipate that winds will 

push odors a few miles away.  A noxious odor experience can last for five minutes or several 

hours.  On horrific days, it comes and goes throughout the day.   

 

 
 

Many residents in this area are seniors that don’t use social media or advanced technology.  We 

believe the numbers reporting would increase significantly if these community members were 

given the avenue to formally complain.  



WM-High Acres has not been held accountable for the irreparable damage they’ve caused their 

“neighbors”. So many days children have been forced to come inside due to gases.  Our 

elementary school has reported that gaseous odors are within the building and very often 

outside. Report seen here: 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a5c0c96be42d628d5d25076/t/5a6fdff4e2c4831f5b9dfbff

/1517281269191/27650175_10156854918121808_615158769_o.png 

Gas is seeping into our homes, cars, garages and there’s no way to escape.  Residents have 

many concerns as we hit about the year mark for dealing with noxious odors.  We will share 

some of these concerns below. 

 

1.  The Remediation Process 

 

 We have been given many dates of anticipated completion.   

January 1, 2018- 

Shared in an email from WM’s Public Relations Employee 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a5c0c96be42d628d5d25076/t/5a6fe0d7ec212d06a

85e0f78/1517281495485/Tss_Email.jpg 

January 31, 2018-  

On January 16, 2018 Steve Poggi states here that odors should be remediated by the end 
of the month. 
https://youtu.be/OtL-Z_d9Uwk 
February 6, 2018 and March 31, 2018- 
These two dates were given during the Conservation Board Meeting, January 16, 2018 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-fSLNqnrsk&t=660s 
So what date is accurate and who is holding WM accountable?  

 
 

 

 

 The same verbiage used in 2011 remediation efforts, is being used for remediation 

today. 

See Newsletters: 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a5c0c96be42d628d5d25076/t/5a6fde7f9140b7bad7

fa5aed/1517280895970/10-12-11-WM-update.pdf 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a5c0c96be42d628d5d25076/t/5a6fde7171c10bdde

532ee95/1517280882035/11-22-11-WM-Newsletter.pdf 

Let’s say hypothetically they correct their problems and odors disappear for a year.  Who is 

to say that this won’t be an issue again in a few years?  It’s a legitimate concern we have 

for the community. WM failed to learn any lessons from prior time periods where odors were 

an issue.  

 

 

2.  Expansion Into Macedon 

 

Waste Management has been crafty in designing a mega landfill to cross between two towns 

(Perinton and Macedon) and two counties (Monroe and Wayne). Macedon has been accepting 

pre-payment of dumping fees for the past ten years at about 1,000,000$/year. This is slightly 
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concerning should WM continue to impact the towns negatively. How could they possibly sever 

the relationship when they owe them 10,000,000$? 

 

On top of the pre-payment issue, there’s the concerning fact that the landfill on the Macedon 

side will become a mountain.  So not only are we fearful that our odor issues will continue, but 

we are horrified as to what we have to view from our town, miles away in the future.  This 

monstrosity will be seen from all around.  A CROWN JEWEL OF EMBARASSMENT that the 

DEC decided was acceptable to approve. 

 
 

 

3.  NYC Trash Trains 

 

 To add to our frustrations, Waste Management has denied that any odors coming from 

their facility are from the NYC Trash Trains. Stated here: 

https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/2018/01/17/perinton-high-acres-

trash-new-york-city/1038194001/ 

Seneca Meadows landfill had initially won the NYC trash contract in 2013, but the 

contract was voided as business owners and Seneca Falls residents sued. WM was 

then awarded the contract. The town of Macedon was the sponsor on the WM 

application for construction of the intermodal rail at the site. The town of Perinton had no 

say in the matter because the rail was constructed on Macedon land. The Perinton 

contract does not give the town of Perinton any say as to where the garbage can come 

from to the site. WM has created a narrative that the rail is a “greener” way of 

transporting trash to their site. They say that the 2,000 tons of NYC garbage that is 

transported here every day was always coming here, but by truck. That narrative 

appears to be misleading based on three things. One, the article provided from the 

Wayne Post,  

http://www.waynepost.com/article/20130328/News/303289885 

describes that WM tonnage per day was low due to the economic downturn and 

recycling. The NYC contract would allow them to increase their intake. It also says that 

the trains will not decrease the number of truck deliveries to High Acres significantly.   

 

https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/2018/01/17/perinton-high-acres-trash-new-york-city/1038194001/
https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/2018/01/17/perinton-high-acres-trash-new-york-city/1038194001/
http://www.waynepost.com/article/20130328/News/303289885


 Two, the Democrat and Chronicle article states that Seneca Falls was the only site 

accepting Big Apple refuse [clip below, full article in files].  This goes against everything 

that WM has stated to the public. 

 
Below another article stating that in January 2011 no Big Apple refuse was coming to this 

facility. 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a5c0c96be42d628d5d25076/t/5a63c2639140b7fa0a

8f5a2a/1516487268436/Democrat_and_Chronicle_Mon__Jan_31__2011_.pdf 

 

 

 The rail application sponsored by the town of Macedon, clearly states that landfill gas 

production will increase as a result of the rail bringing more garbage to the site than prior 

to the rail, thus impacting the air quality.  See rail application where a box is checked for 

air quality impact, page 15/21 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a5c0c96be42d628d5d25076/t/5a610213c83025e7af

cfd7d8/1516306968894/2013-06-27_HighAcres_Rail_NegDec.pdf ). In summary, WM has 

repeatedly lied to the public. 80% of their intake is from outside the local area. The NYC 

trash trains, which started arriving in 2015, did increase their daily intake, and lead to more 

landfill gas production. NYC trash is damaging our community. 

 

 Linda Shaw was in a meeting where the DEC publicly stated that the NYC Trash Trains 

were a source of noxious odors. High Acres denying that they are an issue is simply 

untrue.  No wonder the community has a problem with their “good neighbor” claim.  
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4. Cut Corners  

 

On top of the train issue, we are slowly uncovering that they cut corners in their design of cell 10 

and 11.  They presented at the annual Perinton Conservation Board Meeting and shared their 

flaws.  From not enough horizontal or vertical gas collection wells, to needing more vacuum and 

of course slapping a geo-membrane cover (i.e. tarp) over cell 11.  In the meantime, they’re 

digging into old garbage, and releasing fumes in the air constantly. After being pushed at this 

same meeting, they admitted to failed air quality tests, but remediated in the allotted time. This 

gave them an out from admitting to the violations. You can view the Conservation Board 

Meeting Video along with remarks from desperate residents here: https://youtu.be/x-

fSLNqnrsk 

 

5.  Tremors 

A huge issue that has raised red flags is the in-home tremor situation.   

On January 2, 2018 and again on January 10, 2018, there were many reports of homes 

shaking.  

Events from homes around landfill (north and south): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfxKXftIMz4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L7u-kP_1ivM 

 

These events caused walls to shake, windows to rattle and vibrations throughout multiple floors. 

While WM accepted responsibility, it brought us no reassurance that there could have been 

damage to homes.  How can a business cause homes to shake miles out and not send anyone 

to check the structural integrity of the homes impacted?  They stated the first event was 

unplanned. See WM newsletter from January 3, 2018: 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a5c0c96be42d628d5d25076/t/5a60ee980d929731d9aa

9531/1516301976924/WM_20180103.png 

 

The second event was supposedly planned on January 10th and yet they didn’t send the 

newsletter until a day later, January 11, 2018. See one recorded video (south of landfill): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubbbhXvOLqs 

 

Comments made by Mr. Poggi and newsletters show complete disregard for those in 

surrounding areas. Mr. Poggi had the audacity to state that these were not tremors but rather 

reverberations. This was not merely a sound event, but walls were literally shaking. 

https://www.democratandchronicle.com/videos/news/2018/01/16/waste-management-fields-

questions-high-acres-landfill-odors/109521468/ (bear with the horrific sound the first five 

minutes, but I think that the whole video might be worth watching) 

 

6. The DEC’s Lack of Involvement on Behalf of the Citizens You Work for: 

We are extremely disappointed as a community in the DEC. Since initial contact with the DEC 

was made in November, we have heard very little, and the pace of actionable items has been 

very slow. We are in disbelieve that the DEC would not coordinate air testing with residents, 

even though residents are willing to pay for the testing. This community is concerned about the 

air it is breathing on a regular basis. As stated, the gases are in our homes and schools, so it’s 

impossible to escape. The least the state could do is provide definitive test results that show us 

we are not being exposed to harmful amounts of methane, HS2 or VOCs. Instead of partnering, 
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we were dismissed. The DEC failed to attend the Conservation Board meeting. While it was a 

town forum, the DEC would have been wise to observe the presentation from WM, questions 

from the Town, and listen to the concerns of the residents. 

 

There are other failed sites throughout our state that you have overseen, which offers us no 

reassurance.  

o Seneca Meadows,  

http://www.fltimes.com/news/seneca-meadows-landfill-seeks--year-permit-

renewal/article_e2a08a4e-0449-11e6-b483-277f1f9d6eb7.html 

 

o Niagara Falls-75,000$ fine and it still smells 

https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/new-york/articles/2017-10-14/state-

orders-niagara-falls-landfill-to-reduce-its-stench 

Should we just assume that this is the new norm for our town?  We aren’t willing to accept this! 

Perhaps it’s time to start looking for new ways of dealing with garbage in this state. We will not 

accept that Western NY is the dumping ground for NYC and the rest of this state.   

 

 

The bright spot in all of this?  Our community has rallied!  They know that our town is valuable 

and worth the effort to redeem it from this mess. While not everyone is directly impacted, for the 

most part the community members have supported the cause.  Because everyone deserves the 

right to fresh air.  It’s embarrassing that in 2018, in a state that is supposed to be advanced in 

technology and environmental protocol, we can’t even be afforded this basic human right!  And 

even worse?  You all are allowing this gigantic business from Texas to rule this state.  Giving 

them multiple chances and far too much time to fix their erroneous mistakes of the past yet 

again. Do not continue to let bureaucracy get in the way of repairing this massive problem. We 

are reasonable residents who want our children to be able to sleep without gaseous odors 

seeping into their bedrooms and schools.  
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